Recently, it has been shown that a significant number of evolutionarily conserved human-Fugu noncoding elements function as tissuespecific transcriptional enhancers in vivo, suggesting that distant comparisons are capable of identifying a particular class of regulatory elements. We therefore hypothesized that by juxtaposing human/Fugu and human/mouse conservation patterns we can define conservation criteria for discovering transcriptional regulatory elements specific to mammals. Genome-scale comparisons of noncoding human/Fugu evolutionary conserved elements (ECRs) and their humans/mouse counterparts revealed a particular signature common to human/mouse ECRs (z350 bp long, z77% identity) that are also conserved in fishes. This newly defined threshold identifies 90% of all human/Fugu noncoding ECRs without the assistance of human-Fugu genome alignments and provides a very efficient filter for identifying functional human/mouse ECRs. Published by Elsevier Inc.
Comparative sequence analysis of the human and the pufferfish Fugu rubripes genomes has revealed several novel functional coding and noncoding regions in the human genome [1, 2] . In particular, the Fugu genome has been extremely valuable for identifying transcriptional regulatory elements in human loci harboring unusually high levels of evolutionary conservation to rodent genomes [3] [4] [5] . In such regions, the large evolutionary distance between humans and fishes provides an additional filter through which functional noncoding elements can be detected with high efficiency.
We have evaluated the noncoding conservation profile in human/Fugu genome alignments obtained from the ECR Browser [6] and generated by the blastz program [7] . Filtering of known and putative transcripts, pseudogenes, GenBank mRNAs, as well as proximal promoter sequences identified 2968 human/Fugu evolutionary conserved regions (ECRs) [z70% identity (% ID) over z100 basepairs (bp)] that are noncoding in nature and distantly positioned from the transcriptional start site of adjacent genes. These ECRs are predominantly clustered in discrete areas of the human genome, flanked by or inserted into the introns of 1026 human transcripts that together comprise only 5.6% of the 18,410 bknown geneQ loci (as annotated at UCSC Genome Browser [8] build 34 of the human genome). The transcripts bordering these ECR clusters were significantly enriched for genes involved in core biological processes such as development, transcription, morphogenesis, and neurogenesis, while also depleted in several species-specific functions such as immune response or cytokine activity (Fig. 1) . This distribution suggests that human-Fugu sequence comparisons will be beneficial for identifying noncoding regulatory elements for only a small percentage of human genes. Moreover, the number of genes under the control of these putative regulatory elements could be even smaller if enhancers located between two genes influence gene expression of only one of the neighboring transcripts.
It has been estimated that~5% of the human genome is under active selection, the majority of which will likely correspond to functional coding and noncoding sequences [9] . Human-rodent genome alignments [6] revealed 1.3 million noncoding ECRs with an average distribution of 68.8 ECRs per human gene locus, whereas the density varies according to the regional neutral substitution rates [10] . Assigning in vivo function to all these conserved elements is impossible with current technologies, and it is therefore critically important to identify ways to efficiently discriminate functional noncoding elements from neutrally evolving, but still highly conserved genomic DNA. This goal might be achieved if bfingerprintsQ unique to functional and nonfunctional noncoding conserved elements can be defined. Assuming that elements conserved between human and Fugu represent an incomplete yet highly enriched functional dataset, we approached this problem by studying signatures specific to human/mouse conserved noncoding elements that are also present in fishes.
We compared the distribution in size ( bp) and percent identity (% ID) of human/rodent (h/r) and human/Fugu (h/f) noncoding ECRs (Fig. 2) . In particular, we focused on a subset of h/r ECRs that are also represented in the Fugu genome (have h/f ECR counterparts), and quantified the h/r conservation parameters. This particular subset of h/r ECRs will be referred to as core ECRs. To create a comprehensive h/r ECR dataset we extracted all noncoding human/mouse ECRs from the genome alignments. Underrepresented regions in the mouse genome were extended by the available rat genomic sequences. The distribution in ECR length was strikingly similar between the human/mouse and the human/Fugu ECRs comparisons; 81% h/r and 86% h/f ECRs were shorter than 350 bp. In sharp contrast, the majority of the core ECRs were greater than 350 bp in length. Similar striking differences were observed for the level of sequence identity. While 82 and 71% of the h/r and h/f ECRs were found to range between 70 and 77% sequence identity, 90% of core ECRs showed greater than 77% ID. Therefore, our analysis suggests that a bmammalian evolutionary thresholdQ of z350 bp, z77% ID, conservation criteria recapitulates the majority of all conserved noncoding elements identified from distant h/f genome comparisons, and reduces the number of h/m conserved noncoding elements 10-fold, from 1.3 millions to 128 thousand ECRs, significantly simplifying the search for putative functional noncoding elements.
To correlate our findings with the conservation profiles of known regulatory elements we analyzed a 2.6 Mb region from the human DACH gene locus where recently seven human enhancers have been mapped [3] . Of the 1367 h/r noncoding ECRs (N100 bp/N70% ID), 34 are also present in Fugu. The majority of these Fugu elements conserved in humans, rodents, and other species progressively increase in length as the phylogenetic distance decreases (Fig. 3) . A conservation criterion of z350 bp/z77% ID identified 302 h/r ECRs and recapitulated 33/34 of the h/f conserved elements, while excluding 78% of the original h/m ECRs and maintaining 100% of the experimentally validated regulatory elements. Other known distant regulatory elements, including SHH and DLX1-specific developmental enhancers exceeded this conservation threshold (z350 bp/ z77% ID) in h/r genomic alignments, independent of their presence in the Fugu genome (Table 1) [11, 12] . We also applied these newly defined parameters on human-chicken and human-frog whole genome alignments available from the ECR Browser [6] . Over 72% of~7500 human-frog and 55.4% of~71,200 human-chicken noncoding ECRs that are also present in rodents obey this bstringent evolutionary thresholdQ rule of conservation in the analysis of humanrodent counterpart ECRs. As we move closer in evolution within the vertebrate radiation, more stringent conservation criteria are required to amplify the signal to noise ratio to allow the visualization of functional regions in alignments that lack sufficient evolutionary time to diverge in neutral regions.
Concluding, we suggest a novel approach for analyzing human/rodent conservation profiles that is capable of reconstructing more ancestral evolutionary relationships and distinguishing functional conserved elements from the neutrally evolving genomic background. By applying a bN350 bps/N77%Q ID threshold to the analysis of human/ rodent conservation profiles we were able to recapitulate the majority of human/fish conserved elements and to generate a small set of elements that have a high probability of being functional noncoding domains. Similar statistical approaches will be critical for understanding phylogenetic relationships through systematic pairwise genomic comparisons, and has the potential to facilitate the identification of regulatory elements specific to recently evolved species such as humans and their primate relatives.
Pairwise alignments between the reference human genome and the genomes of mouse, rat, and Fugu were generated as previously described [6] . Briefly, we first created synteny maps using the BLAT tool [13] for humanrodent comparisons and the more sensitive blastn program for human/Fugu comparisons [14] . Next, all homologous regions were aligned by the blastz local aligner tool [7] . The main goal of the alignment strategy has been to generate a single all-inclusive ECR coverage detected between a pair of compared genomes independent of the evolutionary history of the organism of origin.
All pairwise alignments were scanned using a sliding window (z100 bp/z70% ID) to identify ECRs with these minimum criteria [15] . Overlapping ECRs originating from paralogous or nonspecific alignments were filtered out and the longest representative ECRs for each region were reported. Thus 1,267,379 human/mouse and 65,949 human/Fugu ECRs were identified by this strategy. The majority of these human/Fugu ECRs corresponded to protein coding exons of known annotated genes and pseudogenes. To define a dataset of noncoding human/Fugu ECRs we excluded all the putative coding ECRs. First, we filtered out the exons of RefSeq, Ensembl, known genes, human, and nonhuman mRNAs mapped to the human genome [as annotated at the UCSC genome browser [8] . Next, we excluded unannotated genes and pseudogenes identified either by non-RefSeq mRNAs or sequence similarity to proteins from different species. All ECRs carrying significant sequence similarity to the NCBI nonredundant protein database (derived by blastx homology search; e value V1e-5) were identified and filtered out. This process reduced the size of the noncoding human/Fugu dataset to 2968 ECRs. Also, human genomic contaminations incorporated into the Fugu rubripes v3.0 genome assembly were initially detected using a criteria of z200 bp/z95% ID. Significant matches were manually curated to identify contaminations, which were consequently excluded from the analysis (for example, Fugu scaffold _ 1388 matching to the HSA2 sequence with the 99% sequence similarity over 19 kb was removed from the analysis). In total, 28 putatively contaminated Fugu scaffolds were removed from the analysis. Fig. 3 . ECR Browser conservation profile of a DACH gene intronic region (chr13:70,169,300-70,170,400; NCBI human genome build 34) that is present in humans, rodents, chickens, frogs, and fishes demonstrates a gradual increase in length while approaching mammals from fishes. There are also two flanking human/mouse ECRs that are longer than 100 bp, but are shorter than 350 bp that are not conserved in any other species studied except humans and mice.
Human/Fugu noncoding ECRs were used to detect overlying human/rodent ECRs (http://ecrbrowser.dcode.org/). Due to the draft status of the mouse genome some human/ Fugu elements were absent from the mouse genome. In such cases, the missing human/mouse ECRs were augmented by human/rat ECRs, when available. The length and level of sequence identity were calculated for each ECR (Fig. 2) . 
